Abstract. This paper consists of two main results. The first one shows that if S is a left reversible semigroup of selfmaps on a complete metric space (x, y)) denotes the diameter of the orbit of x, y under f , then S has a unique common fixed point ξ in M and, moreover, for any f in S and x in M, the sequence of iterates {f n (x)} converges to ξ. The second result is a common fixed point theorem for a left reversible uniformly Lipschitzian semigroup of selfmaps on a bounded hyperconvex metric space (M, d).
Introduction. A gauge function is an upper semicontinuous function
(1.1)
In 1969, Boyd and Wong [1] showed that a ϕ-contractive selfmap f on a complete metric space (M, d) has a unique fixed point ξ in M and that, for any x in M, the sequence of iteratives {f n (x)} converges to ξ. This result was generalized recently by Huang and Hong [6] , where they showed that if S is a left reversible semigroup of ϕ-contractive selfmaps on a complete metric space (M, d) for which there is an x 0 in M with bounded orbit O(x 0 ), then S has a unique common fixed point ξ in M and, furthermore, for any f in S and any x in M, the sequence of iterates {f n (x)} converges to ξ. In Section 2 of this paper, we deal with the same common fixed point problem for semigroups with (1.1) replaced by On the other hand, Lim and Xu [10] established a fixed point theorem for uniformly Lipschitzian mappings in metric spaces with uniform normal structure which is the metric space version of Casini and Maluta's theorem in Banach spaces, (cf. Casini and Maluta [2] ). In the setting of bounded hyperconvex metric space, we extend Lim and Xu's theorem in Section 3 by showing a common fixed point theorem for left reversible uniformly k-Lipschitzian semigroups.
Fixed point theorems for contractions.
Let S be a semigroup of selfmaps on a metric space (M, d). For any x in M, the orbit of x under S starting at x is the set O(x) defined to be {x}∪Sx, where Sx is the set g(x) : g ∈ S . If f ∈ S, then the orbit of x under f starting at x is the set O f (x) := f n x : n ∈ N∪{0} , where f Also, recall that a semigroup S is said to be left reversible if, for any f ,g in S, there are a, b such that f a = gb. It is obvious that left reversibility is equivalent to the statement that any two right ideals of S have nonempty intersection. Clearly, every near-commutative semigroup is left reversible.
If 
n ≥ n f and x, y in M. Then S has a unique common fixed point ξ in M and, moreover, for any f in S and any x in M, the sequence of iterates f n (x) converges to ξ.
Proof. Choose a strictly increasing continuous function
We now show that, for n ≥ n f ,
In case (a), if u = sf n (x) and v = tf n (x) for some s, t ∈ S, then, by the nearcommutativity of S, there are a, b in S such that sf n = f n a and tf n = f n b, and so
Likewise, in either the case of (b), (c),
Next, we show that, for any f in S, there is ξ f in M such that, for any x in M, the sequence of iterates {f n (x)} converges to ξ f . For this, let y be a member in M and,
Repeating the procedure (2.5) k times, we get
It then follows from (2.5) and (2.6) in conjunction with
and so,
Hence, {f n (x)} is Cauchy and thus, lim n→∞ f n (x) = ξ f for some ξ f ∈ M. For the same reasons, we have lim n→∞ f n (y) = ξ f for any y in M.
That ξ f is a fixed point of f follows from the continuity of f . Indeed,
Finally, to complete our proof, it remains to show that, for any f ,g in S, one has ξ f = ξ g . For this, let m be the least common multiple of n f and n g , and as S is left reversible, for any k ∈ N, choose a k and b k in S such that
Then, for any x in M, we have
which shows that ξ f = ξ g .
Here, we like to give two concrete examples for the above theorem.
Example 2.1. Let M = R with the usual metric d(x, y) = |x − y| and let S be the semigroup generated by Let S be the semigroup generated by f , where
x, for 0 < x ≤ 1. (2.14)
Then [13, Ex. 2] showed that the continuity hypothesis on each member of S in Theorem 2.1 cannot be dropped in general. However, when condition (ii) of Theorem 2.1 is replaced by
the continuity condition on each member of S can be dropped and the semigroup S itself can be relaxed to the case for which it is left reversible.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose S is a left reversible semigroup of selfmaps on a complete metric space (M, d) such that the following conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied (i) For any x in M and any f in S, the orbit O f (x) is bounded; (ii) There exists a gauge function ϕ : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) such that d(f (x), f (y)) ≤ ϕ(δ(O f (x, y))) for any f in S and any x, y in M. Then S has a unique common fixed point ξ in M and, for any f in S and x in M, the sequence of iterates {f
n (x)} converges to ξ.
Proof. It follows from [13, Thm. 2] that each f in S has a unique fixed point ξ f in M and, for any x in M, the sequence of iterates {f n (x)} converges to ξ f . So, to complete the proof, it suffices to show that ξ f = ξ g for any f , g in S. Let n be any positive integer. The left reversibility of S shows that there are a n and b n in S such that f n a n = g n b n . Also, condition (i) implies that, for any f in S and x in M,
Thus, once we choose a strictly increasing continuous function α :
and ϕ(t) ≤ α(t) < t for t > 0, we then have
The following two examples show some differences between Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
Example 2.3. Let f ,g,M,S, and ϕ be just as in Example 2.1. In contrast to the fact that d(h(x), h(y)) ≤ ϕ(δ(O(x, y))) for any h in S and x, y in M, we have, for x = 0 and y > 0, d(f (x), f (y)) = 2/3y and δ(O f (x, y)) = y and so, we do not have d(f (x), f (y)) ≤ ϕ(δ(O f (x, y))).
Example 2.4. For any n ∈ N, let f n : 18) and put S = {f n : n ∈ N}. Then S is a commutative semigroup under composition and each member in S is discontinuous. Also, for any n ∈ N and x, y
In this case, 0 is the unique common fixed point of S. The following results are well known, (cf. Goebel and Kirk [4] and Kirk [8] ). 
Fixed point theorems for
is a totally ordered left reversible semigroup.
We are now in a position to prove our main result in this section. 
